
Affirmations for Self Love 

Take this Earth Day (April 22) to show your love for the earth 
and the nature angels—the fairies.   Call on them to help 
arrange your time so you can follow your guidance on how 
best to help.  Here are a few ideas to get you started: 

Donate time, supplies or money to an animal shelter. 

Find a littered area and clean it. 

Form a carpool for work or shopping with neighbors. 

Turn off unused appliances and lights. 

Recycle and encourage others to participate. 

Buy recycled goods and support green companies. 

Don’t forget to pray for the earth.  The angels always say 
prayer is so powerful.  When our prayers join the prayers 
of others, the effects are divinely magnified. 

 

Connect With the Fairies on Earth Day 

Angel Readings by Kelly 

April Specials—Angel Messages and Gifts 

April, 2013  

Angel Readings by Kelly 

Who do you call on when you wonder how you’ll get through 
a challenging situation or find the right words to say?  When 
you need a little grace, you need Archangel Haniel.  She has a 
female energy, and her name means “glory of God” or “grace 
of God.”  She is the angel of grace as well as clairvoyance and 
psychic abilities.   

The planet Venus and the moon are associated with Haniel.  
She helps all of us with cycles and particularly women as they 
move through their physical body’s cycles.  Among her 
specialties are natural healing abilities and remedies, 
including the power of the moon which she says is a powerful 
tool we can use in manifesting.   

Archangel Haniel’s color is bluish white and her associated 
crystal is moonstone.   

Call upon Haniel when you need harmony, beauty and the joy 
and companionship of friends.  She can give you poise, 
strength, clarity and the ability to appreciate and benefit 
from friendships of all sorts.   

Connect with Archangel Haniel outside on a night where you 
can clearly see the moon and speak to her from your heart  
about your challenge and how you want her assistance.  Ask 
her to increase your clairvoyance so you can recognize help 
and guidance in whatever forms it appears.   

Specials cannot be combined, are valid only once per customer and are only valid through April.  

Finding Grace With Archangel Haniel 

45 minute reading…..$55.00 

Extra 5 free minutes on any reading 

The angels often counsel that lack of self love is at the root of 

many of our challenges and suggest using the power of 

affirmations to profoundly change our lives.   

It may be uncomfortable for you to say positive affirmations 

about yourself that don’t feel true.  The angels say the old 

negative ones weren’t immediately accepted or believed either.  

You heard them over and over again and came to believe them.   

Incorporate a few of the following affirmations into your daily 

routine.  Starting your morning with positive affirmations sets 

the tone for a great day.  Regardless of when you say them—in 

the shower, stuck in traffic, or waiting in line—you have a 

chance to reprogram old negative unloving thinking.  You can 

say them, sing them or write them.  Repetition is key!   

I am loving and I am loved. 

My circle of friends and loved ones is constantly growing. 

I love and appreciate myself. 

I am enough. 

I belong. 

I forgive, accept and trust myself. 

I am whole and perfect as I was created. 

I deserve [fill in the blank] and accept it now. 

www.AngelReadingsbyKelly.com 
(303) 330-0565 
Info@AngelReadingsByKelly.com 

Guidance From Archangel Michael About Manifesting 

“To attract positive things to yourself you must love 

yourself and allow good things.  It’s as simple as that.”   

See Kelly on The Bio Channel’s “My Ghost Story: 
Caught on Camera.” 

As part of her collaborations with Spirit Realm Investigative 

Project (SRIP), Kelly appeared on “My Ghost Story: Caught on 

Camera.”  Episode 60 is about SRIP’s investigation of the Gilpin 

County Courthouse in Colorado, and Kelly’s interaction with a 

negative spirit there.  The show airs March 30, 2012 at 10:00 

p.m. (EDT) and is on the Biography Channel’s website.   


